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Aomi Muyock, born in Locarno Switzerland to a half-Cherokee, quarter 
African, quarter Chinese father and a Swiss mother.  Her father, a writer 
& sculptor.  Mother, a writer & photographer.  Until the age of 15, Aomi 
resided in Switzerland before relocating to Paris to undertake modelling 
opportunities.  Here she began working with photographers including 
Anne Leibovitz, Patrick Demarchelier and Ellen Von Unwerth. At 18 
years of age she began classes at a school for flying where she later 
graduated with a PPL (private pilot licence).

After time, Aomi needed to suspend her modelling career to return to 
Switzerland to be close to family.  There she began giving art lessons 
in an elementary school. 

In 2015,  Aomi meets director  Gaspar Noe who offers her the leading 
female role interpreting Electra, in the erotic drama film LOVE, 
presented at the CANNES FILM FESTIVAL. 

Muyock went on to star as Sophie in the 2018 film SCENARIO directed 
by Alex Avella & Alessandro De Leo and her most recent leading role 
as Jessica in the drama/fantasy film JESSICA FOREVER, presented at 
Toronto & Berlin Film Festivals directed by Caroline Poggi & Jonathan 
Vinel. 

In September 2019, filming begins for director Maurizio Braucci’s 
first feature film THE DREAM GIRL.  Maurizio collaborated on films 
alonside director-greats Abel Ferrara and Matteo Garrone.

Biography
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Jessica Forever (2019)
Jessica is the leader of a group of lost boys with a violent past 
who now seek peace and harmony. She is the only one to have 
ever brought them love and understanding. They only wish 
to create a world where they can live in peace together, and 
forever.

Watch the trailer >
Movie details>

Cinema

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rB4v-g-Z5NU
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3774694/?ref_=nm_knf_t1
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Scenario (2018)
After a mysterious introduction to the story by a fisherman, a 
woman meets what appears to be an alien in the middle of the night 
and decides to help him, taking him to a cabin in the woods. The 
atmosphere is enigmatic and ambiguous, but somehow the two 
characters start trusting each other. As the threat of a gunshot breaks 
into the storyline, the two reveal themselves as very aware of the 
threatening surrounding as they start running away not only from the 
imminent danger but from the whole story itself.

Watch the trailer >
Movie details>

https://vimeo.com/260567874
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt8167250/?ref_=tt_rec_tt
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Love (2015)
Murphy is an American cinema school student, living in Paris. He had a French 
girlfriend, called Electra, whom he dated for two years. One day, they met and had 
a no-strings-attached threesome with another woman, a young blonde Danish 
teenager named Omi, as a way to add some excitement to their love life. But 
later, he had sex with her behind Electra’s back, as a result of which Omi became 
pregnant. This unplanned pregnancy ended the relationship between Murphy and 
Electra on a horrible note, and it forced Murphy to marry Omi. In one morning, 
Electra’s mother, Nora, phones him to ask if he’s heard from Electra, because 
she hasn’t heard from her for three months, and given her daughter’s suicidal 
tendencies. For the rest of this day, he recalls his past two years with Electra in a 
series of fragmented, nonlinear flashbacks; how they first met in Paris, their quick 
hookup, and their lives over the next two years which is filled with drug abuse, 
rough sex and tender moments.

Watch the trailer >
Movie details>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaCqLlbky-Q
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7209350/?ref_=nm_knf_i2
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T LE TEMPSPrint media
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L’OFFICIEL ITALIA
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VANITY FAIR ITALIA
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Online media
VOGUE ITALIA
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FESTIVAL DE CANNES
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Covers
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Events

Jessica Forever - Berlin Film Festival 2019 Love - NY Premiere 2015 Love - Festival de Cannes Premiere 2015



info@monster-mgmt.com
+39 02 4343 7700

aomimuyock

http://www.instagram.com/aomimuyock
http://www.instagram.com/aomimuyock

